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The unified quantum mechanical structure
of tubular molecular rotors with multiple
equivalent global minimum structures: the 18*C2h

- D9d case of La-[B2@B18]-La†

Xiao-Qin Lu,ab Yuan Man,ac Vincent Ruß,d Yonghong Xu,a Yonggang Yang *ac

and Si-Dian Li *b

La-[B2@B18]-La demonstrates decisive changes of the properties of

molecular rotors, from multiple (here 18) equivalent individual

global minimum structures to a quantum mechanical unified struc-

ture. This affects their geometries, their symmetries (18*C2h - D9d),

the generation of energy bands, and high-resolution spectroscopy.

Recently, tubular molecular rotors have been discovered as a
new class of molecular rotors1–3 in addition to fluxional planar
boron rotors.4–13 A prominent example is the bi-decker tubular
inverse sandwich complex La-[B2@B18]-La.1 This rotor pos-
sesses a La-B2-La rhombus with B–B and La–La as the short
and long axes, respectively. The B2-bar serves as the molecular
‘‘wheel’’ that rotates almost freely about the La–La-‘‘axis’’ in its
tubular B18-‘‘bearing’’. The formation energy of the tubular
rotor La-[B2@B18]-La from its fragments La2B2 and B18 is
1270.64 kJ mol�1, i.e., it is stable, in spite of its fluxionality.
The motif of the molecular ‘‘wheel rotating in its bearing’’ is
somewhat analogous to planar boron rotors.14–17 The general
interest in molecular rotors is motivated by applications in
molecular devices such as molecular motors.18–21 In the realm
of boron chemistry,22,23 this Communication exemplifies the
unified quantum mechanical consequences of equal probabil-
ities and interactions of multiple equivalent global minimum
structures (GMs) of metal-boron nanoclusters in the electronic
ground state, in particular, for their symmetries, the vibrational
energy levels, and the shaping of molecular tops. The properties of

the reference GMs and the transition states (TSs) are adapted
from the results of ref. 1 calculated at the PBE0 level of quantum
chemistry; the quantum mechanical methods for the present
extension are adapted from ref. 14; for details, see the (ESI†).

The GMs of tubular molecular rotors are characterized by
optimal orientations of the wheel with respect to the tubular
bearing, allowing relaxation to the structure with a minimum
potential energy of VGMR0. The bearing may offer several
equivalent sites (total number = N) for optimal orientations and
relaxations. As a consequence, the tubular molecular rotors
have N equivalent GMs. They are characterized by specific
rotation angles j of the molecular wheel with respect to the
bearing, with a cyclic order, 01 o j1 o j2 o j3 o � � �o jN o
3601 for the corresponding GM1, GM2, GM3, � � �, GMN. All GMs
have the same properties, except for different orientations. Two
neighbouring GMs, for example GMk and GMk+1, are separated
by the transition state TSk,k+1 with a rotation angle jk,k+1

between jk and jk+1. Accordingly, the angular domain of GMk

is confined by its neighbouring TSs. For the N GMs, there are N
TSs in the cyclic order, and all of them have the same proper-
ties, except for different orientations.

In the case of the tubular molecular rotor La-[B2@B18]-La,
the tubular B18-‘‘bearing’’ with two staggered B9-rings offers
N = 18 equivalent sites for the optimal orientations of the
B2-‘‘wheel’’. The corresponding GM1, GM2, GM3, � � �, GM18 are
at j1 = 101, j2 = 301, j3 = 501, � � �, j18 = 3501, separated by TS1,2,
TS2,3, TS3,4, � � �, TS18,1 at j1,2 = 201, j2,3 = 401, j3,4 = 601, � � �,
j18,1 = 3601R01. Accordingly, GM1, GM2, GM3, � � �, GM18 have
angular domains of (01,201), (201,401), (401,601), � � �, (3401,3601),
respectively. Three representative GMs and TSs are illustrated
in Fig. 1. All GMs have the same global minimum value of a
potential energy of VGM = 0, the same geometry, the same C2h

symmetry, the same frequencies and irreducible representa-
tions (IRREPs) of the vibrational normal modes (cf. Fig. S3,
ESI†), etc. As a consequence, the vibrational energy levels of
GM1, � � �, GM18 are 18-fold degenerate. Likewise, all TSs have
the same properties, e.g., the same value of a potential barrier
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of V = Vb = 599.27 h c cm�1, the same geometry, the same C2h

symmetry, the same frequencies and IRREPs of the normal
vibrational normal modes (cf. Fig. S3, ESI†), etc.

The purpose of this Communication was to discover the
quantum mechanical consequences of equal probabilities and
interactions of the equivalent GMs of tubular molecular rotors
using 139La-[11B2@11B18]-139La as the example. The equivalence
of the GMs is in turn the consequence of the indistinguish-
ability of the boron nuclei; they are all fermions with a nuclear
spin of 3/2h� and a mass of 11.009u. The corresponding cyclic
molecular symmetry group of all GMs is C18(M), with 18 IRREPs
Gl, l = 0,� � �,17 and the cyclic graph;24 the nuclear permutations
P1, P2,� � �,P17, P18(QE; Pk = P1

k) for proceeding from GM1 to
GM2, GM3, . . .,GM18 and finally back to GM1 are listed in Table
S1 (ESI†); for details, see ESI† III; see also Fig. 1 and Fig. S1
(ESI†).

To reach our goal, we employ a simple model. Specifically,
we assume that the nuclear centre of mass of the oriented 139La-
[11B2@11B18]-139La is at the origin of laboratory-fixed Cartesian
coordinates x, y, and z, with the two metal nuclei on the z-axis
(ZLa1 = �ZLa2 = 2.398 Å). The B2-wheel rotates about the z-axis
with a radius of R19 = R20 = 0.818 Å, almost perfectly in the x–y
plane (alternating deviation, DZ19 = �DZ20 = �0.0117 Å). The
two staggered B9-rings of the tubular B18-bearing, with a mean
distance of 2.357 Å from the z-axis, are on opposite sides, nearly
parallel to the x–y plane. The coordinates of all 2 + 18 boron
nuclei of the wheel and the tubular bearing are listed in Table
S2 (ESI†), for all 18 GMs and all 18 TSs.

Fig. 2a and Fig. S4a (ESI†) show the superposition of all
rainbow color-coded GMs and TSs. To guide the eye, these
figures include cyclic paths of all nuclei on their way from GM1

via TS1,2, GM2, TS2,3, GM3, . . . to GM18 and finally via TS18,1 back
to GM1; see the ESI† for the mathematical construction of these
paths. Apparently, the two boron nuclei of the molecular wheel

rotate along j (that means counter clockwise) in almost perfect
circles, whereas the nuclei of the bearing move along the
so-called cyclic pseudo-rotational paths, also counter clockwise,
but phase shifted.

For simplicity, we neglect couplings between the coherent
nuclear rotations/pseudo-rotations along j and other nuclear
motions. The corresponding potential energy along j is mod-
elled as V(j) = 0.5 Vb [1 + cos(18j)], with the alternating
potential minima (V = 0) and barriers (V = Vb) for the GMs
and TSs at j1 = 101, j1,2 = 201, j2 = 301, etc. The potential V(j) is
illustrated in Fig. 3a, with rainbow colours corresponding to the
angular domains of the GMs.

Fig. 3a also shows the N = 18 equivalent colour-coded
localized bell-shaped wave functions Ck0(j), representing the
quantum mechanical rotational/pseudo-rotational ground
states of GMk, with energy levels Ek0 as the base lines. Each
Ck0(j) is confined to the angular domain of its GMk. The
characteristic orientation angle jk of GMk is at the maximum
of the density rk0(j) = |Ck0(j)|2. The energy levels of
Ek0 = 103.720 h c cm�1 are 18-fold degenerate.

Now let us proceed from the traditional scenario of
18 equivalent individual GMs to the unified quantum mechan-
ical image of 18 interacting GMs. In the frame of our model, the
interactions of the GMk with their neighbours GMk�1 and
GMk+1 are enabled by opening the borders between their local
angular domains. As a consequence, the 18 localized Ck0(j) are
replaced by 18 delocalized C0l(j) which spread over the entire
domain, from j = 01 to 3601, under cyclic boundary conditions.
Their energies E0l are listed in Table S3 (ESI†). They form a
narrow energy band, i.e., they are close to each other, but no
longer 18-fold degenerate. The quantum numbers 0l refer to
the lowest energy band (n = 0) and to the IRREPs Gl of
C18(M).15,16

For example, Fig. 3b shows the ground state wave function
C00(j) with an identity representation G0, now in unicolour

Fig. 1 Perspective views of three equivalent global minimum structures
(GMs) and transition states (TSs) of the model tubular molecular rotor La-
[B2@B18]-La. Nuclei in the front and in the back are illustrated by large and
small balls, respectively. The z-axis with two La nuclei (grey balls, the one
in the front hides the one in the back) points to the viewer. The full set of all
18 rainbow colour-coded GMs and TSs is shown in Fig. S1 and S2 (ESI†).

Fig. 2 (a) Perspective view of the superposition of the 18 equivalent
rainbow colour-coded global minimum structures (GMs, full balls, with
dashed lines for 18 central La-B2-La rhombi) and 18 transition states (TSs,
open balls) of the oriented model tubular molecular rotor La-[B2@B18]-La,
cf. Fig. 1 and Fig. S1, S2, S4a (ESI†). (b) The quantum mechanical unified
geometry of the interacting GMs, with the central double cone, cf. Fig. S4b
(ESI†). Continuous lines guide the eyes along the nearly circular paths of
the two boron nuclei of the molecular wheel and along the pseudo-
rotational paths of the eighteen boron nuclei of the tubular bearing.
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(black) since it can no longer be assigned to any of the
previously rainbow-coloured individual GMk. Instead, its den-
sity r00(j) = |C00(j)|2 has 18 equivalent bell-shaped maxima
which are centred at the preferential orientation angles jk of
the equivalent GMk. Integration of this density into the angular
domains of the GMk yields the same quantum mechanical
probability (Q1/18) of occupying the GMk. Accordingly, the
unified preferential quantum mechanical structure of the
oriented 139La-[11B2@11B18]-139La is as shown in Fig. 2b and
Fig. S4b (ESI†); it is simply the unicoloured version of GMk as
shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. S4a (ESI†), with equal quantum
mechanical probabilities.

The current mechanism has fundamental consequences. (i)
Structural changes: the rhombi La-B2-La of the 18 individual
GMk (see Fig. 1, 2a and Fig. S1, S4a, ESI†) are replaced by the
eighteen-cornered double cone for the 18 equally probable
rotational angles of the wheel in the tubular bearing (see
Fig. 2b and Fig. S4b, ESI†). (ii) Shaping of molecular tops: the
principal moments of inertia IA, IB, and IC (in units of uÅ2) are
changed from 2315.62, 2342.51, and 1116.02 for individual GMk

to 2279.06, 2279.06, and 1116.02, i.e., the unified structure of
139La-[11B2@11B18]-139La is the prolate symmetric molecular
top, whereas the individual GMk are asymmetric tops. (iii)
Elevation of symmetry: here, from C2h for the 18 individual
GMk to D9d (18*C2h - D9d). (iv) The formation of energy bands
(Table S3, ESI†) by lifting the degeneracies of the levels of the
individual GMk as discussed above. A feasible way to confirm

our theoretical prediction starts from the synthesis of the
tubular rotor by the methods that have been developed for the
production of selective LanBm compounds.25–29 Then, high-
resolution rotational spectroscopy30,31 should be used to deter-
mine the three principal moments of inertia to confirm that
La-[B2@B18]-La is the prolate symmetric molecular top. An alter-
native way might be NMR spectroscopy, which is analogous to
quantum tunnelling aspects of the methyl group rotation studied
by NMR.32 More challenging experiments would be high-
resolution vibrational spectroscopy to unravel the formation of
energy bands.11

In conclusion, the quantum mechanical unification of the
equivalent interacting GMs yields the unified properties of the
oriented tubular molecular rotor 139La-[11B2@11B18]-139La,
which are quite different from those of the individual GMs.
The results have been derived for the simple model of the
rotating wheel in the pseudo-rotating tubular bearing, but they
are robust upon extensions to models for all vibrational degrees
of freedom.17 The present example should stimulate the search
for analogous changes of the properties of other tubular, and
possibly also non-tubular, molecular rotors with multiple GMs,
from the individual GMk to the quantum mechanical unified
system of the interacting GMs. By analogy, this should reveal (i)
structural changes, (ii) the shaping of symmetric molecular
tops, (iii) the elevation of the symmetry, and (iv) the formation
of energy bands.

The present derivation proceeds from the reference GMs to
the quantum mechanical unified structure of the rotor. Turn-
ing the table, one may ask whether one could start from the
unified image to reconstruct the GMs. The answer is ‘‘no’’:
according to ref. ref. 15, the localized wave functions Ck0(j) for
GMk could be constructed as the superposition of the deloca-
lized C0l(j), but each spatial C0l(j) must be multiplied with a
nuclear spin wave function with different IRREPs. This means
that the wave functions C0l(j) of the quantum mechanical
unified rotor belong to different nuclear spin isomers, i.e., they
must not be superimposed. To resume, the key discovery of this
Communication is that the unified quantum mechanical struc-
tures of the spin-isomeric tubular rotor states are observable.
However, their properties (geometry, symmetry, the type of
molecular top, and the vibrational levels) are different
from those of the individual GMs. These GMs cannot be
observed.
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Fig. 3 (a) Rainbow colour-coded rotational/pseudo-rotational wave
functions localized in the angular domains of the potential energy curve
(thin grey) for the 18 global minimum structures (GMs) of the oriented
model tubular molecular rotor La-[B2@B18]-La in the ground state.
(b) Delocalized wave function of the rotor in the ground state (thick black),
with 18 maxima indicating the equal quantum mechanical probabilities of
the 18 interacting GMs. The horizontal base lines of the wave functions are
at their energy levels.
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